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Abstract

The second level trigger of the L3 experiment performs online back-
ground rejection and reduces the first level trigger rate to a value fitting
with the third level trigger processing capability. Designed around a set
of 3 bit-slice XOP microprocessors, it can process up to 500 first level
triggers per second without significant dead time in the data acquisition.

., ' At each LEP beam crossing (45/90 kHz) the complete trigger infor-
' mation (5 kbytes) is memorized in a 1.4 Gigabyte bandwidth real dual

port memory. The XOP processor builds up the trigger block in less
•; than 400 microseconds, and signs the background or physics origin of

the current event in less than 3 milliseconds.
These very high performances rely essentially on the association of

, parallelism with high speed ECL technology, provided by dedicated pro-
to cessors fully integrated in Fastbus. Emphasis is given here to the specific '

1 hardware developped, to its operation and technical aspects of its in- J*
; ' stallation and integration. I

\ I The system described here ensures tit.. L3 data taking since the -,
.,i beginning of LEP in July 1989 and the online rejection since 1990. * I

\
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1 Introduction
The L3 experiment is one of the four large experiments taking data at the
CERN Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP) since July 1989. Its detector
is divided into four subdetectors components [I]: the central tracking cham-
ber (TEC), the electromagnetic calorimeter (BGO), the hadron calorimeter
(HCAL) and the MUON detector. For each event, they provide typically 100
kbytes of high resolution digitized information per event, encoded in about 500
microseconds.

The central data acquisition is fully integrated in Fastbus standard [2j. As
displayed in figure 1, it is built around a system of three trigger levels designed
to reduce a possible first level trigger rate of 100 Hz to the 2 Hz of the offline
processing capability.

The first level decision is made within one (4 bunches) or two (8 bunches)
beam crossings. It is performed by a set of hardwired processors fed with
low resolution quantities produced by fast trigger digitizers [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. A
positive decision of the first level starts the digitization of all subdetectors
signals which in turn introduces a non interruptible dead time of at least 500
microseconds.

For each first level trigger, the second level builds-tip the trigger data block
(typically 5 kbytes) by collecting the information delivered by all first level
fast digitizers and processors. Next it identifies background by processing data
with specialized algorithms taking advantage of spatial correlations between
subdetectors and of more refined background estimations. Finally it sends its
result and the trigger data block to the central event builder memory.

The third level trigger processes the surviving candidates. It is imple-
mented with a farm of 3081E emulators and takes typically a few hundred
milliseconds per event to process the high resolution information delivered by
all subdetectors. Figure 2 displays the tree oriented Fastbus structure of the
L3 data acquisition system.

In this paper, we describe the second level trigger operation and its in- ^
tegration in the L3 data acquisition system. We-*wiew the main dedicated J
hardware components developped to provide an efficient environment to the
XOP microprocessors. Then we present the test and control set up which ) {
ensure the safe and reliable operation of the system. <



2 System Description
The second level trigger operation is implemented on a four steps sequence
(8, 9, 10]:

First, it memorizes trigger data which are simultaneously sent to first level
processors and second level memories. This prevents dead time induced by the
transfer of data between the first and the second level. At each crossing, data
are overwritten unless a good candidate is identified by the first level. These
candidate* are accumulated in a double access multiport multievent buffer
memory.

This buffering allows for the subsequent asynchronous trigger «vent building
by the farm of XOPs.

Event processing by specialized algorithms written to identify background
candidates, provides the second level decision.

Finally, the trigger information and processing results are sent to the cen-
tral event builder memory. There, the effective event rejection is performed by
the central event builder according to the second level result.

The resulting architecture is based on a farm of XOP bit-shce microproces-
sors. For the essential, XOP is characterized by a fast cycle (up to 2 memory
accesses in 100 ns) and a multibus structure optimized for Online purposes
[11, 12, 13, 14]. A dedicated hardware has been developped to take advantage
of these performances. A multiport multievent input buffer memory has been
designed to allow the asynchroneous processor operation at high speed. A
dedicated Xop/Fastbus interface has been realised to fully integrate Fastbus
into XOP [15]. A real dual port Fastbus memory has been developped to inter-
face the second level system with the central event builder. In this architecture
each processor is connected to input and output Fastbus buses. The system is
scalable as long as buses are not saturated. To ensure a maximum scalability
we paied a special attention to optimize transfer capability.

2.1 Trigger data memorization
The Multiport Multievent input Buffer (MMB) acts as an 8 events deep FIFO
memory. After each beam crossing, all data (2.5K-16bits words) sent by the ^*
front-end trigger digitizers via a 70m long cable .are stored in parallel in 48 ]
ECL input poits. The trigger data related to one event are entered according ^ j
to timing considerations specific to each first level processor. As a consequence ' j
several ports mix data from several subdetectors in a non ordered sequence.
This is done in about 10 microseconds, at the nominal speed of 60 ns per word.



Thanks to its 1.4 Gigabytes bandwidth, storage is ended before the next beam
crossing is issued (11.2 or 22.5 microseconds).

To get maximum efficiency, the data acquisition management is completely
hardwired and fully synchronized by signals delivered by LEP and the first level
trigger. All the data banks (256 words per input port), currently connected
to the inputs, are overwritten at each beam crossing until a first level decision
validates the last event. A positive first level decision increments the "unread
event" status register and connects the inputs to the next data banks. An
overflow signal is generated when 7 out the 8 possible banks are occupied.
When activated it produces dead time in the whole data acquisition system.

A real simultaneous random Read/Write access at a nominal value of 60
ns/word on the ECL port and 125 as/word on the Fastbus port, provides the
decoupling between data storage and trigger event building.

Practically the level-2 input memory is made of 12 MMB Fastbus cards.

; 2.2 Trigger event building
The processing farm is composed of three XOP processors working in "round
robin" mode, each one taking care of the complete sequence: event building,
processing and transfer. Each XOP is connected to both input and output
Fastbus segments and acts as a Fastbus master. Processor priority is managed
by the Fastbus protocol itself.

When idle, each XOP arbitrates for the mastership of the input crate seg-
ment. The winner reads the "unread event" status register. If non zero, i.e at
least one event is stored into MMB, it builds-up the trigger event by reading
sequentially the trigger information distributed over the 48 ports, and decre-
ments the "unread event" status register.

The trigger event building consists of reading the data words of all MMB
ports associated to the same crossing, normalizing data with the same energy
unit, suppressing some non significant bits, reordering data and finally build-
ing one structured block managed by pointers, named DPM block.

The event building has to deal with the fact that several ports mix data ,
from several subdetectors in a non ordered sequence. Usually, the reordering t%
of d a t a is done by act ivat ing one transfer per block of consecut ive d a t a ac- I

j cording to t h e D P M format. Here, this would require 78 consecut ive transfers . (
- ] of 2 t o 250 words: s o m e of constant l ength , others of variable l eng th . D u e to ; j

the internal XOP structure, these transfers can be reduced to one data trans-
fer per MMB port. Reordering is done via multipipe programming, a faculty



provided by XOP to split the data block during the same pipeline transfer in
( several non consécutives blocks. Moreover the energy normalization and bit

manipulation are done in parallel with the pipeline transfer so that they do
not cost any additional processing time.

To increase performances, we paied special attention to optimize the trans-
fer protocol and minimize the software overhead required to initialize the
pipeline transfer. The high speed data transfer between XC? and Fastbus
K lies on Fastbus iategration into XOP. Connected to Fastbus via the dedi-
cated interface implemented into XFMI (Xop/Fastbus Master Interface) and
XFSI (Xop/Fastbus Slave Interface), XOP reads out each port in pipeline
mode at 125 ns per word. A software overhead of one microsecond is added
per port. [15]

Table 1 compares the times measured in the experimental setup to build-up
a typical L3 trigger event of 2500xl6bits words splitted over 78 data blocks

•• : into the 48 MMB input ports. Event building has been performed respectively
by CHI [16] and by XOP [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. XOP is 26 times faster than
CHI. The factor 2 measured on the bus occupancy is essentially due to the
fact that XOP supports Fastbus pipeline transfer whereas CHI supports only
block transfer. The effective advantage of XOP is induced by the factor 110
measured on the software overhead.

2.3 Level 2 decision
After typically 0.36 ms, the trigger data block is assembled, data are ordered
and normalized. XOP releases the input Fastbus segment mastership and
starts the data processsing. Processing consists of applying specific algorithms
according to the first level trigger classification and making a decision; "bad"

.'- if the event is identified as background otherwise "good" [17].

XOP is made of 16 bits integer arithmetic ECL processors, implemented in
an internal multibus parallel structure and controlled by 192 bits microcode in-
structions. Parallelism covers arithmetic operations, data address calculation,

jL data access, loop control, condition checking and next instruction evaluation.
* 1 Due to parallelism and pipelining, the overall performance is in fact much more
; higher than the cycle time of 100 ns would indicate. XOP provides a speed

) '{ factor around 40 versus 68000 processors as well as good micro instruction field
•••> extension facilities. Microcode is the price to pay to reach these performances.

Latency time is always less than 5 milliseconds.

•M



2.4 Transfer to central event-builder
As soon as a decision is made, XOP arbitrates for mastership of the Fastbus (

output segment, and writes trigger data and results into the Dual Port Mem-
ory (DPM) acting as the input buffer of the central event builder.

The second level processing time depends strongly on the first level trig-
ger type. Some events are accepted without processing, some require to be
processed by several algorithms. By introducing a time dispersion of several
milliseconds, one disturbs the event ordering produced by the first level. As
the central event builder operates on the various buffer memories according to
the original first level sequence, it is mandatory to recover that sequence at
the DPM output.

A real dual port memory (DPM) providing random access, partitionned
by software in 64 events, with a circular mode block structure has been de-
velopped. The six less significant bits of the event number define the DPM
addresses in which the event is stored. A flag associated to each event controls
alternatively write access by the second level and read access by the central
event builder.

The central event builder reads first the second level decision. If the event
is classified as "good", it builds-up the complete event. If the event is classified
as "bad", it clears the information associated to this event in all memories and
so on for the next event.

3 Hardware units
Three dedicated hard war? units have thus been developped namely the Multi-
port Multievent input Buffer (MMB), the Xop/Fast bus Interface (XFMI and '
XFSI), and the output Dual Port Memory (DPM). We now briefly review their
main features.

3.1 MMB: the Multiport Multievent input Buffer >
Designed as an 8 events deep dual port circular memory, this Fastbus module 3 i
provides four indépendant ECLine input ports' and one common Fastbus out- , I
put port. Therefore the memory block is structured as a 4 rows x 8 columns ^j
matrix. Memory management is ensured by pointers as shown in figure 3. .J
The Input Event Pointer (IEP) memorizes the block number (0 to 7) currently
connected to the input. The Input Data Pointer (IDP) associated to each port
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memorizes the current memory address (0 to 255). The Output Event Pointer
(OEP) memorizes the block number (0 to 7) currently connected to the out-
put. The Output Data Pointer (ODP) memorizes the current memory address
connected to the output (0 to 1024). The MMB status register, is incremented
by a "first level trigger" signal and decremented by the second level readout.
It memorizes the number of events waiting to be processed. When there is
no more space available to store new events (MMB status=7) a busy signal is
activated, which stops the data acquisition until one bank is freed.

Figure 4 displays the timing of the hardwired control sequence of the data
memorization. It is started by the "Beam Crossing" (BCR) signal which in-
crements by one all Input Data Pointer (IDP). Each strobed input data word
increments its associated IDP. On reception of the "AJl Data In" (ADI) sig-
nal the IDP content is memorized in the wordcount register and the IDP is
reset. On reception of "Level 1 good" signal the wordcount register content
is written at the address 0, the Input Event Pointer and the MMB status are
incremented. If no "level 1 trigger" is issued, the memory is ready to collect
the data of the next beam crossing. Consequently the information stored in
the current block will be overwritten.

Input and output signals are «synchronized by an internal clock with a pe-
riod T=50 ns. The memory is accessed through its input port during the first
half period and through its output port during the second half period. This
feature allows a memory access at SO ns per word on the input port and at 125
ns per word on the output port, without speed penalty during simultaneous
access on both ports.

Each module identified as F-682B is a double unit wire-wrapped Fastbus
card implemented in ECL technology. The Fastbus slave coupler has been
designed around DATPRO [18, 19], a Fastbus slave data transfer protocol
chip. AU data transfer modes are implemented, including pipeline, while only
geographical and broadcast "case 2" address modes are available.

5
3.2 XOP to FASTBUS interface: XFMI and XFSI
In the proposed structure, the absolute processing rate of the second level
trigger is limited only by the transfer rate capability of its input and output
segments which relies on two parameters, the sequencer's transfer speed and
the software overhead necessary to init each data block transfer. The max-
imum rate of 500 events/second (i.e 2500xl6bit words each) with a segment
occupation of 25% requires a transfer time of 200 ns per word including soft-



ware overhead. Usual interfaces, built around a hardware sequencer initialized
by a single instruction processor (like 68k) using Fastbus standard routines,

i introduce a software overhead of few hundred microseconds which cannot fit in '
our application. Best performances are reached by taking advantage of XOP
specific features and by integrating Fastbus into XOP. Subsequently XOP is
now a true very fast FASTBUS MASTER PROCESSOR.

TeMe 2 summarizes some Fastbus performances measured with several in-
terfaces. In data block transfer, bus occupancies are rather similar (12.7 to 38
microseconds to transfer 40 words). Software overhead degrades strongly the
measured performances on all interfaces (110 to 280 microseconds) but XOP
(13 microseconds). Moreover, the pipeline transfer protocol provided by XOP
is the only one compatible with the Fastbus transfer requirement of 200 ns per
word.

The implementation of XOP as a Fastbus master required the development
I of a set of two cards in ECL technology. XFMI which contains the master logic

is plugged into the XOP crate. XFSI which supports the mandatory slave in-
terface is identified as F-682C and plugged into the Fastbuu crate.

XFMI has been conceived as an additional XOP unit with its own fraction
of Instruction Memory. Extension of the XOP instruction field from 160 bits
to 192 bits is dedicated to Fastbus operations.

This 32 bit field controls for one part an hardwired sequencer for Fastbus
arbitration, primary address cycle, secondary address cycle and data cycle.
Any or all operations can be requested in a single instruction. Once started, the
sequencer operates asynchronously. A dedicated bit in the Fastbus instruction
field allows «synchronization of a given instruction to the hardwired sequence

) completion. All standard Fastbus transactions are implemented. Specially the *
; pipeline transfer supports data transfer at 125 ns per word.

The other part of the 32 bits instruction field is dedicated to Fastbus control
'; parameters and data exchanges between XOP buses and the Fastbue interface

registers namely: primary address, secondary address and data read or data
written. One should note that in this scheme, there is no need to set all the

.'' parameters associated to the Fastbus sequence before the sequencer is started. ^
J*. As an example, the interface can load the Fastbus secondary address register 3*2
,1 - while the corresponding primary address cycle is executed. Time required for - '

»',j Fastbus basic operations compared to XOP instruction time allows to mask V(
J the parameters setting time. .,J



3.3 DPM: A Faslbus Dual Port Memory.
This module has been designed for the data buffering between two Fastbus
segments. It optimizes the transfer speed on each segment independantly of
the traffic on the other one. Its 1 Mbyte circular memory can be accessed
simultaneously on both ports namely a Fastbus cable segment and a Fastbus
crate segment at the nominal speed of 150 ns per word in pipeline transfer
mode. It can be implemented either as a random access memory as used by
level-2 trigger or as a FIFO memory as used in all subdetectors.

In random access mode, the memory is partitionned in fixed length blocks,
one per event. A flag word associated to each block allows read and write
access by both ports. It shows data availability and avoids uncontrolled over-
writing. Its block structure is managed in a circular mode.

In FIFO mode, specific hardware is implemented to build a multi-event
structure using the "SS2" feature of Fastbus. An "end of block" bit mapped
in an other part of the data space memory is associated to each 32 bits data-
word. When set, this bit indicates the end of the data block. It can be set
either directly at its specific address or via CSRO. In the latter case the current
NTA data address is used to find the correct address.
Writing data in normal data space automatically clears this bit. During data
readout, its occurrence generates the Fastbus "SS2" which stops the readout.

A software overwriting protection scheme is implemented. Because NTA
of each port cannot be accessed by the other port, some common registers
in CSR space are used to transmit the information. A wordcounter (CSR5)
incremented by data blocks and pipeline transfer is available on each port. For
each port "service request" can be generated by itself or by the other port.
This is controlled by CSRO.

This module identified as F-68D3 is a double unit multiwire Fastbus card
implemented in ECL technology. Both Fastbus couplers are designed around
DATPRO [18,19]. All data transfer modes are available, while only geograph-
ical and boadcast "case 5" address modes are supported.

\



4 Test and Control

' 4.1 Generalities
The safe and reliable operation of the described hardware required develop-
ments in two complementary ways. First, because XOP is an embedded pro-
cessor it has to be controlled by a processor running an operating system inter-
faced to Camac, Fastbus, VME and Ethernet. Second, the system complexity
requires an efficient test procedure in charge of certifying its correct operation
at any time. As a consequence, hardware test facilities fully controlled by
software have been integrated in the system.

4.2 The VME control system.
The control system is implemented in the VME standard, well adapted to
develop dedicated standalone hardware test procedures.

It is based on the multimaster configuration shown on figure 5. The CP/M
' operating system is running on the ELTECs Eurocom 3 or VEX CPU boards

of the M68k microprocessor family. The native Real Time Fortran compiler
[20] provides some extensions oriented to real-time programming and memory-
based devices handling. Memory-mapped I/O are assumed by explicit access
to absolute addresses and pointer-based common block may be dynamically
assigned to memory at run time. M68k assembly code can also be embedded
in Fortran source.

Fastbus and Ethernet interfaces are provided with DMA controller and
stand as master devices. Here, the VMEbus bandwith allows several master
devices to work without inducing any bus contention. External RAM memory
is used for disk emulation, DMA transfers support and interprocess communi-
cations.

; XOP processor control operations are handled through the XOP-VME in- , •
: . terface which is a built-in device developped at CERN [11,12,13,14]. In fact,

XOP's memories, registers and internal busses references are mapped to the
external VMEbus space. - '

The Struck CFI Vmebus Coupler is a parallel I/O register with onboard
DMA controller used to drive Fastbus interface master devices. It has been

Mk of great help to ensure autonomy and efficiency of Fastbus hardware tests, J-
I . - ^ * especially in the early days of Fastbus. ^ 1

; • * Camac interface allows the control of the ECtme drivers [21] used during - <
) X test periods to inject data at the nominal value of 60 ns/word. The selection }•[

between data acquisition mode and test mode is also done via Camac using a J
programmable device.
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The LRT Filtabyte board realizes connection to an Ethernet Local Area
Network. The functionality devoted to the system into the L3 online archi- (

' tecture implies communication facilities and has requested implementation of
some networking features between VAX and VME.

Thus, high level control facilities accessed by the L3 Online VAX's cluster
have been provided using the low level fonctions carried out through VME
interfaces.

4.3 Communication facilities with Online VAX
The communication between VME/CPM and VAX/VMS, uses a process to
process communication protocol above Ethernet link (ISO level 2) [22]. All
the transactions are organized according to the same server-client protocol :
the server process is waiting for a transfer request to be issued by the client pro-
cess. Then the server replies to the client whether the request can be satisfied
or not. The request contains all transfer information: direction (send/receive),

i nature of information (text/binary), storage type (memory or file) and spec-
; ifications (address or file name). After data exchange, transaction is endded

with an End of File packet which must be acknowledged by the receiver.

Figure 6 summarizes the principle of the Ethernet connection. The mea-
sured transmission speed between VAX and VME memories is 100 kbit/s.
Interprocess communications with the application are assumed by appropriate
mail-box and global section features. Upon a mailbox request, the VAX server
flips to client in order to initiate the Ethernet transaction. On the VME re-
mote system, the server process is loaded from disk and run at system startup.
In the L3 online context, it stands in server state.

» Three communication services have been implemented : File Transfer, Dis- -
tant Memory Access and Remote Job Submission. -"

FUe Transfer is commonly used for back-ups and code downloading. A
request from VAX may contain a VME absolute address as transfer destination.
This allows to download an executable code at the running address in VME
space. ,

•! The Distant Memory Access service enables distant Read/Write operations j«,
f*j in VME space. Primitives are available on VAX host system allowing the user \ 1
• I to establish a communication link with a distant VME system, ask for a desired ;

t\j number of bytes to be read from or written to a specified VME address, then ) !
j release the Ethernet connection. This facility turns into a very usefull control

tool for all equipments which are directly mapped in VME space as it is the
case for Camac equipment and XOP processors.

11



Tbe Remote Job Submission (RJS) service allows the execution of a code

( on a VME remote system. It establishes communication paths with the VIvIE
remote job for the returning of results and diagnosis. A remote task is stored
as a VMS binary file and downloaded in VME RAM memory before execution.
Execution is initiated by sending a request with the direction specification fisld
(usually Receive or Send ) simply set to Go.

Because CP/M is a monotask system, RJS applications arc chained with
the Ethernet server «is the stable running monitor. Intertask communications
are assumed by a shared memory region organized ii» VME external RAM.

4.4 XOP operation software
XOP is an embedded processor for which the operation software has been writ-
ten using the Distant Memory Access feature between VAX and VME. With
its memory references mapped into VME space and then accessible through
Ethernet primitives, XOP is well integrated into the data acquisition system.

• ', Microcode development and management use cross-software products de-
velopped at CERN. XOP cross Macro assembler translates microcode sources
into the CERN Universal format for relocatable Object Modules (CUFOM).
At this stage, each selection algorithm is handled by a separate CUFOM mod-
ule. A link editor subsequently allows the combination and linking of several
modules into the level 2 filtering microcode.

One step has been added to the original pusher in order to convert standard
Motorola S-format into binary code ready to be downloaded via Ethernet and
an automatic procedure has been implemented to secure the whole application-
building chain.

Parameter management, error and statistics reporting use a "common "
table of 40 pointers which gives access to information stored in XOP data
memory. Input parameters (such as trigger conditions, detector geometry and
calibration parameters), output statistics and internal informations related to

- ' the current event are split in blocks referenced by pointers. Pointer adresses
and block sizes are microcode indépendant and form the so-called XMAP table.

, Parameters may be generated by assembler directives but also set by writ-
M, ting directly from VAX in XOP data memory. In fact, the microcode generates

I default parameter values but proper tuning values are choosen from a set of
parameter images which are available on VAX disks. Parameter files and the

5 1 corresponding filtering microcode are then associated to constitute an XOP
-•- processing load.

The XOP operation software package includes the XOP loader and a set of

12
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remote action routines (start/stop XOP, read PC ...). The loader checks con-
sistency between microcode and parameter sections before downloading them
in XOP memories. Control routines contribute to provide a development en-
vironment which facilitates production and initial debugging of new microcode.

Software has been designed to handle Level 2 distributed processing system
consisting of multiple Fastbus trigger processors, VME control processor and
the online computer. It has been layered to allow the uppermost application
level to issue commands to the support level which are then forwarded to com-
munication and system layers. Figure 7 shows the overall software architecture
with the access to equipment components.

4.5 Test of the hardware operation
To be efficient and significant these tests are run in standalone (indépendant
of first and third level trigger and of all subdetectors), at tlie same speed as
data taking, fully controlled by software (no human interference) and integrated
under the "run control".

In this context the test environment required some specific developments.
A programmable data source, sending ECL data at the nominal speed of 60
ns/word, has been implemented using an ECLine Driver unit [21]. It simu-
lates a trigger data channel and generates synchronisation signals which are
normally delivered by the trigger control unit.

A patch panel connects the MMB input either to the first level and front
end digitizers or to the test ECLine Driver. Moreover it multiplexes the simu-
lated data channel over all the MMB input ports according to a selection mask
in such a way that one can write in parallel an identical bank of 256 words
in all MMB ports, or, sequentially select one MMB port, write one data bank *
and so on in order to fill each port with specific data. This last procedure \
allows to play back real events into MMBs at nominal speed. All switching
and selection operations are fully software controlled. \

Practically the overall hardware test is splitted over three indépendant
programs. Ĵ

The first one validates the simultaneous Head/Write access in the MMB J\
memories and the correct data transmission up to the XOP memory. It re- 1
quires three processes running asynchronously. Input/output and high level Vj
synchronisation are controlled by VAX. The injection process written in 68k _,J
assembly code is run by VME and synchronized by the MMB buffer overflow
signal. The MMB readout and control process is microcoded and processed

13



by XOP and synchronized by the MMB status. Several XOP can be simul-
taneously activated as in standard data taking. The communication with the
VAX control process is done via the Ethernet mailbox.

The table 3 displays the typical time taken by the major actions. It shows
that less than 200 ps are needed by XOP for the event processing ( i.e readout
and data check). The 1.3 ms dead time is the time required by Camac to write
one simulated event in the ECLine Driver. It limits the maximum first level
trigger rate to 750 while in standard data taking it is limited to 20.

Once its data memory is filled, the ECLine Driver is able to simulate one
event every 20-40 /ts (depending on the event size). The first data traasfer
validated by the first level trigger is followed by a série (20 to 40) of identical
!invalidated data transfers. This sequence maximizes the hardware constraints
by forcing data acquisition while records just validated are read out by XOP.
Random value of main parameters ensure test reproducing all timing condi-
tions. By exercising the system at 25kHz, 2 seconds of test simulate 1 second
of beam.

The second program checks the internal XOP operators and buses. It
downloads real events in the XOP memory executes the microcode and reads
the results. Then it performs a detailed comparison with an identical code
written in Fortran and processed on VAX.

The third program tests the global level-2 operation. It injects real events
into MMB memories, checks the event building protocol, exercises the selection
algoritm, checks the data transfer up to the DPM memory and finally exercises
the on-line monitoring package. r

5 Online Integration

5.1 L3 Data Acquisition
The L3 Data Acquisition System (DAQ) is implemented with many programs
running on the different computers of a VAX "duster". Each task has a dedi-
cated hardware to control or to monitor. The programs are based on MODEL
[23] or L3 program libraries. The interactive programs used by the operator to
select the data taking conditions or to issue commands are based on the Hu-
man Interface libraries. The process control librarv allows to create and control
processes. The occurence signaling libraries support task to task communica-
tions and synchronization. The buffer manager library manages data transfers.

14



Each subdetector has its own Data Acquisition System which allows to
setup and calibrate the detector. The same goes for the first and second
level trigger, and for the Fastbus central event builder and third level trigger.
The programs of a given DAQ system get/send commands/replies from/to
a supervisor controlled by an interactive program called run control. These
systems work in a standalone way (local mode) for calibrations or debugging,
or under the control of the central system for standard data taking (global
mode).

5.2 Second level control
Concerning level 2, the operator selects the XOP microcode with its parame-
ters set. He chooses the rejection or flagging mode for each algorithm and the
XOPs to be activated. Figure 8 displays the hierarchy of the different tasks
involved in the control of second level trigger.

The COLD initialization command is invoked at startup time (after hard-
ware modification, or power failure) for hardware initialization. It downloads
microcode and parameters into XOP processors. Then each XOP initializes
its own Fastbus XFMI-XFSI interface and resets MMB memories in order to
check Fastbus routing. At this stage, the whole level 2 configuration is initial-
ized.

On reception of the INIT command, a full check of XOP memories contents
is performed according to the current data taking conditions. In case of error,
the initialization can be recovered once by invoking the cold start procedure.
Level 2 patch panel is also switched in acquisition mode.

On a START command, the rejection conditions are transmitted to XOPs
and processors are started. MMB status and run statistics accumulated in
XOP memory are reset. From there on, XOP processors are scanning the
MMB status and waiting the first incoming event. Level 2 survey is then
initiated.

When the STOP of run request is transmitted to level 2, the survey process
is aborted, XOPs are stopped and run statistics are read and written to disks.
A full check of XOP memories contents is performed to ensure it is ready to
start a new run.
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5.3 Monitoring and Survey
During data taking the level 2 control program is in communication with the
"RJS survey code" running on the VME system (see section 4.3). This remote
VME monitoring program reports readout errors and processing results. It
is written in mixed RTF68K Fortran and M68000 assembler, chained to the
Ethernet resident VME server task and stored on VAX disk. At the beginning
of run, it is downloaded and started by the level 2 control process.

While XOPs are running, statistics are accumulated in their uata memories.
Regularly, each XOP stops so that the RJS survey running on VME can access
this information. In the RJS survey, a pointer-based common block is assigned
to each XOP memory bank that needs to be accessed. Data are directly
transmitted to the VAX process via Ethernet and stored on VAX disks. XOP
is then restarted.

During the run, status and error reporting is performed by information
messages sent to the level 2 control program. They may signal that Level 2
overflow is set or that one XOP has stopped. The level 2 task determines
whether the Trigger supervisor should be awared or not. In case of fatal error,
it may ask for the run to be stopped and proposes a recover procedure.

To monitor level 2 processing, a status displays statistics provided by all
active XOP processors. It has been implemented on a VAX workstation.

6 Conclusion
The second level trigger, built around processors and memories implemented
in ECL technology, ensures the L3 data taking since the beginning of LEP in
July 1989 . Its safe and reliable operation is ensured by a specific environment
including fully integrated test facilities. During the four first years of data
taking we never loosed beam time because of its bad functionning.

Its excellent performances, reached by taking advantage of parallel struc-
tures, provide the opportunity to face the most pessimistic LEP data taking
conditions. Up to 500 events per second can be processed without significant
dead time in the data acquisition system. Its online rejection reduces the trig-
ger rate to a level acceptable by the third leveMrigger.
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Table 1. Time measured on the experimental set-up (including cable length)
to build-up a typical L3 trigger event via CHI in block transfer (no pipeline)

and via XOP in pipeline. 78 data blocks distributed over 48 ports with a
total of 2500 x 16-bits words are sequentially read.

Software overhead per block
mean time per word
Total software overhead
Total bus occupation
TOTAL TIME
to build-up one L3 TRIGGER

CHI1)
110/ts

.3/(S
8580 /(S
750/(s

9330 /(S

XOP *)
1/(S

.125 /(S
48/(s

312/(S

360/(s

') Block transfer (pipeline not implemented) from MMB to CHI using Stan-
dard Fastbus routines.
2) Pipeline transfer from MMB to XOP (non standard routines )

Table 2. Bus occupancy and Fastbus transfer time measured for several
Interfaces extracted from [24]

Fastbus
Interface

CFI
CHI
Aleph
Ev.Builder
XOP3)

Fastbus bus occupancy ')

Random
cycle

13 /(S
1.8 /(S

2.4/(s

40 words
Bl.Tr. Pipeline

>38/(s
>20/(s

12.7 /(S
13 /(S

not impl.
not impl.

not impl.
5.4 /(S

Total FB transfer time 2)
FB bus occ. + Softw.overh.
Random

cycle

270 /ts
>90

>25/(s

40 words
Bl.Tr. Pipeline

280 /(S

240 /is

') measured
2) measured
fer
3) measured with specific XOP code ( no standard routines )

13/(s

not impl.
not impl.

not impl.
6.3 /(S

AS up to AS down
AS up to AS up with standard Fastbus routine on the first trans-

\
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Table 3. Performances of the hardware test.

ECLine transfer
FASTBUS transfer (in pipeline mode)
Input Data Transfer (128 words typ.)
( in parallel in 48 ports )
Event readout
Data check
Readout and Data check
XOP synchronization on MMB status
Beam Crossing Frequency
Dead time
Level! trigger rate

60 ns/word
125 ns/word
< 8 fis /record

< 60 /is /event
200 ns /word
200 fis /event
300 ns
> 25 kHz
1.3 ffls
750 evts/s

'J
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 displays the schematic structure of the L3 data acquisition con-
trolled by three levels of triggers.

Figure 2 displays the tree oriented Fastbus structure of the data acquisi-
tion system. In the Fastbus central crate, one DPM is dedicated to each major
subdetector namely Trigger, TEC, ECaI, HCaI and MU chambers. The central
event building is controlled by level-3.

Figure 3 displays the MMB memory management. It is structurated as a
four indépendant inputs ports and only one output port. Because of this fea-
ture, one Input Data Pointer is associated to each port and only one Output
Data Pointer per Fastbus unit.

Figure 4 displays the timing of the hardwired control sequence. AU the
48 ports are indépendants, but have to be included between signals Beam-
crossing (BCR) and Level-1 (LVl) which indicate the beginning and the end
of the useable storage time slot.

Figure 5 displays a schematic view of the level-2 hardware units and of the
associated VME control system. The various electronics standards access are
indicated, namely: Fastbus, Camac, XOP and Ethernet.

Figure 6 displays the hardware support used by the client/server commu-
nication system developped for the level-2 applications.

Figure 7 summarizes the software structure developped for the level-2 ap-
plications.

Figure 8 displays the hierarchy of the different tasks involved in the control
of the second level trigger in "global" or "local" mode.
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